MEET YOUR MATTE.

LIMITED-EDITION® MARY KAY AT PLAY® MINI MATTE LIQUID LIP COLOR KIT

Achieve pout perfection with the ease of a gloss and the finish of fully matte lipstick. Creamy, opaque color goes on smooth and dries down shine-free. $16 each

STEP ONE: PREP
Exfoliate lips for a smooth start with White Tea & Citrus Satin Lips® Shea Sugar Scrub. $12

STEP TWO: APPLY
Coat lips in a single swipe of Matte Liquid Lip Color with the easy-to-use glide-on wand.

Tip!
Mix and matte for ombre effect. Pair two shades for a look all your own.

KIT 1: NINE TO FIVE
Taupe That and Red Envy are classic shades for every day.

KIT 2: NIGHT OUT
Berry Strong and Red Alert will turn heads all night.

CONTACT ME, YOUR MARY KAY INDEPENDENT BEAUTY CONSULTANT TO TRY THIS NEW PRODUCT TODAY!
SEE YOUR FACE IN HIGH-DEF.

LIMITED-EDITION* MARY KAY AT PLAY® CONTOURING STICK, $14 each
LIMITED-EDITION* MARY KAY AT PLAY® HIGHLIGHTING STICK, $14

Learn about the beauty industry’s best-kept secret to creating the cheekbones of your dreams or a defined jawline with this sculpting duo. Contouring emphasizes the valleys of the face, where shadows naturally fall, giving features a more defined appearance. Highlighting enhances the peaks of the face, where light naturally reflects, imparting a lit-from-within glow.

ENHANCE YOUR FEATURES WITH EASE.

Contour: Create depth and add definition to the hollows of the cheekbones and along the hairline and jawline with precise application and seamless blending.
Highlight: Illuminate the high points of the face, like tops of the cheekbones, brow bones and Cupid’s bow with subtle shimmer.

CONTOURING STICKS AND HIGHLIGHTING STICK BENEFITS:
• Creamy, buildable and blendable formula.
• Pointed tips allow for precise application.
• Retractable design dispenses product with a twist.

PRO TIP
Contour one to two shades deeper than your natural skin tone.
• For Ivory to Beige skin tones, choose Get Sculpted 1 contouring stick.
• For Beige to Bronze skin tones, choose Get Sculpted 2 contouring stick.

Tip! For professional results, use a Mary Kay® Blending Brush, Blending Sponge or Liquid Foundation Brush to create a natural finish.

MARY KAY®